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A REVIEW OF RADIOPHARMACEUTICAL
FORMULATION
AND THEIR CLINICAL MANIFESTATIONS

STATEMENT

PROBLEMS

OF OBJECTIVES

The primary goal of this review is to increase the reader’s knowledge and understanding of problems associated
with the formulation of common radiopharmaceuticals and their subsequent effects in clinical use. To this end,
problems are discussed in terms of factor categories, citing numerous literature-based examples as well as listing
Although this review is intended to be
specific problems repotied with common radiopharmaceuticals.
comprehensive, it cannot claim to be complete; therefore, the reader is encouraged to apply these factors to
extrapolate potential problems likely to be encountered with other radiopharmaceuticals.
Upon successful completion of tti
1.

Describe the clinical manifwtations (i.e., appearance upon imaging) of common radiochemical impurities
such as pertechnetate, colloidal particles, large particla, and others.

2.

Explain how each of the factors listed below can result in radiopharmaceutical formulation problems:
a.
b.
c.
d.

h.
i.
j.
k.
1.
m.
n.
o.
P.
q.
r.
s.
t.
u.
v.

e

coume, the reader shotid be able to:

carrier Vc
total radioactivity/specific concentration
aluminum ion
stannous ion
pH
mixing order
reagent concentration
heating
incubation
particulate size and number
commercial source
oxidation and/or radiolytic decomposition
specific activity
volubility
presenatives/antiseptics
anticoagulants
stermisomeric form
encapsulation
isotope exchange
iodine volatility
radionuclide contamination
miscellaneous factors

3.

Describe the effects of the factors listd above on common radiopharmaceuticals.

4.

Differentiate between factors that affect radiopharmaceuticals before or during formulation and those that
affect radiopharmaceuticals after formulation.

5.

Differentiate between factors that are in the manufacturer’s realm and those that can be controlled by the
nuclear pharmacist.
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A REVIEW OF ~IOPHARMACEUTICAL
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COURSE OUTLM
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INTRODUCTION
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of radiopharmaceutical
Unexpected
patterns
biodistribution usually provoke a flurry of inquiries
regarding the quality of the administered agent.
Although this unexpected biodistribution maybe related
to nonradiopharrnaceutical factors (1-4), past experience
has
shown
that
an improperly
formulated
radiopharmaceutical may be to blame.
The
clinical manifwtations
of most *Tcradiopharmaceutical formulation problems are generally
associated with increased amounts of*Tc-pertechnetate,
‘Tc-colloid, and/or ‘Tc-particulate impuriti~ in *
Free pertechnetate is distribut~
desired ‘Tc-agent.
throughout the vasculature and interstitial fluid and is
concentrated in the stomach, intestinal tract, thyroid
gland, and salivary glands; the presence of ‘Tcpertechnetate impurities will, therefore, result in
increased activity in these organs (Figure 1). Colloid
particles
are phagocytizd
by
cells of the
reticuloendothel ial system ~S)
which are located
primarily in the liver and spleen; the presence of ‘Tccolloid impurities will, therefore, result in increased
activity in the liver and spleen (Figure 2). Large (> 10
administered
intravenously
become
W) particlw
physical] y lodged in the pulmonary capillaries; the
impurities will,
presence of large ‘Tc-pmiculate
therefore, result in increased activity in the lungs @igure
3).
In addition to the common radiochemical impurities
described above, a variety of other ‘Tc-impurities may
be formed during radiolabeling and/or decomposition.
If these impurities are hydrophilic, ionized, non-protein
bound, and less than 5000 molecular weight, hey will
likely be excreted in the urine by glomerular filtration.
One example of this type of impurity is the so-called
(HMPAO) (5).
secondary complex of ‘Tc-examet=ime
On the other hand, if the impurities are lipophilic,
possess both polar and nonpolar groups, and have a
molecular weight of 300-1000,
they will likely be

Radiolytic

Activity

LISTING OF FORMULATION PROBLEMS
FOR COMMON WIOPHAMACEUTICALS
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*

can, for practical purposes, be considerd stable in
comparison to its metastable isomer. The dway of

excreted by the hepatobiliary system. One example of
this type of impurity is an unidentified complex in
‘Tc-mertiatide (MAG,) (6).

bone
*TC.PYmphO$phaW

scan demonstl stingf~
pe~uhn~k
distribution in the stomach, intestinal tract, Wyroid,
and salivary glands (arrows).
Fiure

1.

F~ure
2. *Tc-pyrophosphate bone soan demonstrating colloidal
impuritim taken up in the liver (arrow).

As a standard of practice, quality control testing
should be performed on each preparation prior to use
to assure that the radiopharmaceutica.1 complies with
USP specifications for radiochemical purity, etc.
Unfortunately, many formulation problems are not
detectable with routinely used quality control
techniqu~ (7), occur after dispensing (8), occur in vivo
(9), or are otherwise unknown at the time of use.
Furthermore, even a radiopharmaceutical that do=
meet USP specifications for radiochemical purity may,
depending on its use, provide misleading information
to the interpreting physician (10-12).
In this lesson, common formulation factors which
affwt the level of these vwious impurities in *TcIn addition,
radiopharmaceuticals are discussed.
formulation

o

factors

that

may

produce

on the biodistribution

of ‘Tc-labeled

radiopharxrtaceuticals

are presented.

CARRIER

alternate
agents

therefore, results in a rapid buildup of carrier
technetium with corresponding depression of *Tc
specific activity. Excessive carrier ‘Tc is ammody
present in the eluate of a generator which has not been
eluted for several days. Expressed as a percentage of

-c,

effecfi
and other

WC

WC undergoes isomeric transition to the very long
lived isotope WC (half-life = 200,000 years) which

F~ure

3. *TC-SUlfurcouoid

liver scan demonstrating particuhte

impurities trapped in the lungs (arrows).
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%

Total technetium atom ~gmTcplus WC) obtained in
the generator eluate, ‘g~Tccomprises 28 % of the total
at 24 hours, 13% at 48 hours, and only 8% at 72
hours after prior elution (13,14). Furthermore, the
specific activity of a *Tc eluate decreases over time
as a direct consequence of its radioactive decay.
Hence, a typical twelve hour old ‘“Tc eluate has a
specific activity approximately equal to that of the
first eluate of a new Monday generator.
WC, which is chemically identical to all other
technetium isotopes, cm compete with ‘Tc for the
reductive capacity and the ligand-binding sites of fixed
concentrations of stamous ion and chelating reagents,
Hence, it is not surprising that an
respectively.
unacceptably high concentration of ‘mTc-pertechnetate
impurity is found in many ‘mTc-radiopharmaceuticals
prepared with use of low specific activi~ Monday
morning generator eluates,
~Is effect has been
reported with the preparation of ‘“Tc-labeled sulfur
colloid (15), gluconate (16), human serum albumin
(HSA) (17,18), red blood cells WC)
(19-25),
HMPAO (5,26,2~, and pentetate (DTPA) (28), and
may occur with many other ‘mTc preparations
(14,19). Similarly, the use of “aged” ‘mTc eluates
> 6-12 hours old) has been reported to
(i.e.,
decrease the labeling efficiency of ‘mTc-MAGJ (RG
Wolfangel, Mallinckrodt, 1992), either because of the
effect of carrier WC and/or the presence of peroxides
(tide infra). The use of “aged” ‘mTc eluates also
results in decreased labeling efficiency and stability of
‘Tc-HMPAO (5,29).
Even if the reductive capacity of the kit is not
exceeded, high levels of WC or ‘mTc may affect the
bitilstribution of the labeled product. For example,
blood clearance rates of ‘mTc-oxidronate (HDP)
prepared with high levels of either WC or ‘mTc are
significantly slower than those prepared with less total
technetium (30),

excreted via the hepatobiliary system (32,33). HMPAO
kits prepared with excessive ‘“Tc activity (high specific
concentration) demonstrate decreased labeling efficiency
and stab~lhy resulting in a lower brain/parotid ratio due
to increasd free pertechnetate (5,27,34-37),
o
On the other hand, too little ‘Tc activi~ (or mass)
may result in poor labeling efficiency for some
radiopharmaceuticals. For example, acceptable yields
of ‘mTc-sulfur colloid preparations require the use of at
least a minimum amount of technetium (38).
The
specific
concentration
of
the
radiopharmaceutical also determines the mass amount
that is administered to the patient. In some cases, the
administered mass can influence the blodistribution of
the radiopharmaceutical. For example, liver uptake of
*Tc-HDP
increases substantially with administered
dosages of greater than 0,05 mg/kg (39); this is not a
practical concern, however, as this dosage for a
standard adult would exceed the entire contents of an
Osteoscan@-HDP vial.
ALUMINUM ION
The distribution
of a number
of ‘mTcradiopharmaceuticals may be altered by the presence of
aluminum ion (A1+3). The most common source of
excessive Al~3 is breakthrough from the aluminum
oxide anion exchange column in the ‘MoPmT~ o
generator.
If present, A1+3breakthrough is generally
the highest with the first generator elution and decreases
with subsequent elutions (40-42), although it may vary
from day to day and from manufacturer to manufacturer
(4245).
AI+3 breakthrough was much more of a
problem with the older, large-column, neutron-activated
‘Mo generators than it is with the present, smallcolumn, fission *Mo generators (4648). LimiR for the
amount of permissible A1+3breakthrough have been
established in the United States Phamcopeia
(USP),
whereby AI*3 concentrations cannot exceed 10 pg/ml
Another source of A1+3is
generator eluate (49).
leaching from aluminum-hub needles (50). Although
Al~3 concentrations in solutions passed through these
needles vary depending on pH, etc., they may exceed
the USP limit stated above in some situations (50),
As early as the 1960s, it had been reported that A1+3
interacts with ‘mTc-sulfur colloid to form a flocculent
precipitate (41 ,46). In later studies, it was shown that
this flocculation could result with A1+3concentrations as
low as 1 pg/ml (51). Although the precipitate was
originally thought to be aluminum hydroxide (43), it
was later determined that Al~3 combines with the
phosphate buffer to form insoluble aluminum phosphate
(52,53). A flocculent aluminum phosphate precipitate
may also be formed in vivo when ‘mTc-sulfur colloid is

TOTAL
RADIOACTIVITY/SPECIIFIC
CONCENTRATION
Even

taking

‘WC and reagent

into

account

concentrations

the presence
(vi~e inza),

of carrier
the total

radioactivity
of 9gmTcused in the preparation of, and
thus the final specific concentration of, several
radiopharmaceuticals can affect the quality of the final
product. For example, use of excessive ‘“Tc activity
(e.g., >3,7 GBq [100 rnCi]) in the preparation of an
UltraTag@ RBC kit can decrease both the rate and
extent of the labeling reaction (31). MAGj kits
labeled with excessive 9gmTcactivity (e.g., > 3.7
GBq [100 mCi]) demonstrate poor labeling efficiency
and stability with formation of impurities that are
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STANNOUS ION

administered to patients in whom plasma levels of
Al~3are elevated (54). In both cases, the ‘mTc-sulfur
colloid is coprecipitated with the aluminum phosphate
precipitate and results in lung localization, since these
flocculated particles become lodged in the pulmonary
capillaries (43,50,51 ,54,55).
Alleviation of this
problem may be achieved with the addition of
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), a chelating
agent for AI+3, to the sulfur colloid formulation
(51 ,53). Additionally, it has been shown that sulfur
colloid preparations formulated with an acetate buffer
instead of a phosphate buffer do not flocculate in the
presence of A1+3(52,53).
Similarly, ‘iTc-albumin colloid is affected by
excessive amounts of AI+3to result in large particles
that are trapped in pulmonary capillaries (56). This
effect is likely caused by A1~3neutralization of
stabilizing factors that protect the original colloid (56).
Another group of radiopharmaceuticals affected by
A1+3is ‘mTc-diphosphonates. Visualization of liver
and spleen activity results from phagocytosis of a
radiocolloid formed by the interaction of ‘mTcin elevated
diphosphonate with A1+3 present
concentrations (57-60). This effect is not seen with
Al~3 concentrations of < 10 pg/ml, but liver
localization and degradation of bone images progress
with increasing AI+3concentrations above this level
(57).
The biodistribution of ~rtechnetate may also be
Failure if ‘mTcaltered by excessive A~3.
pertechnetate to leave the vascular space was observed
in a patient with a plasma aluminum level of 65 ~g/1
Moreover, ‘mTc-pertechnetate injections
(61).
containing A1+3in concentrations of 4 pg/ml or more
may result in reduced thyroidal
uptake of
pertechnetate
(62).
A1+3 in these higher
concentrations apparently interacts with pertechnetate
to form neutral and ionic pertechnetate-aluminurn
These
complexes that remain in soft tissues.
complexes are relatively unstable and slowly release
pertechnetate over a period of hours, as aluminum ion
is hydrolyzed (62).
A1+3 also acts as an erythrocyte-agglutinating
agent. Results of in vitro studies indicate that the
critical concentration for this effect is about 5 pg
Al+3/ml at a pH of 4 - 5 (63). Since necessa~
conditions for red cell agglutination by A1+3 do not
occur in vivo, intravascular agglutination with
administration of generator eluates containing A1+3
appears highly improbable.
Additionally, A1+3contamination from aluminurnhub needles can interact with In-1 11 tropolone (for
neutrophll labeling) to produce a flocculent precipitate
that localizes in the lungs (50).

The importance of an optimal amount of stannous
ion (Sn+2) as a reducing agent in the preparation of
‘gmTc-radiopharmaceuticals is widely recognized. Too
little Sn+2 limits reductive capacity, which leads to
decreased labeling efficiency and increased ‘gmTcpertechnetate impuri~; too much Sn+2may result in the
formation of ‘mTc-colloid impurities and/or decreased
labeling efficiency (~)+ This phenomenon is aptly
illustrated by the marked effects produced by relatively
small variations in Sn+2 quantities used in the labeling
of 9’mTc-RBC(20,65-70).
Most ‘mTc kits start with sufficient, and usually
excess, amounts of Sn+2. This reducing capacity may
be drastically dwreased, however, by a variety of
factors including loss of Sn+2 during manufacture,
deterioration and/or oxidation during storage (especially
following reconstitution
and fractionation),
and
oxidation during kit preparation (7l-7~ i Furthermore,
excessive amounts of carrier WC decrease the apparent
reducing capacity by competing with ‘mTc
(vide

supra).
Addition of excessive amounts of Sn+2 to 99mTckits
is a common practice for counteracting the effects of
oxidants and inhibiting radiation-induced decomposition
(72,77,78).
Although this practice does effectively
inhibit the formation of ‘mTc-pertechnetate impurities,
hydrolysis of the excess Sn+2 can result in the formation
of ‘mTc-stannous colloids with resultant RES and other
sofi-tissue localization (75,79). On the other hand,
some ‘mTc-radiopharmaceuticals may display decreased
labeling in the presence of excess Sn+2 (65-68). In the
case of ‘mTc-HMPAO, excess Sn+2 increases the rate
of
decomposition
with
conversion
to
reduced/hydrolyzed ‘mTc (37,80).
The molar ratio of Iigand to Sn+2 may also influence
and thus
the formation of the ‘mTc-labeled complex,
the ultimate biodistribution.
For example, several
observed,
complexes of ‘mTc-HDP have ken
depending on the ligand/Sn+2 ratio (39,81). Moreover,
blodistribution studies in animals show that the more
negatively-charged complexes are associated with
superior bone uptake (39). Similarly, variations in
medronate (MDP)/Sn+z and etidronate (HEDP)/Sn+z
ratios result in small but definite changes in tissue
distribution (82,83). Furthermore, a low HDP/Sn+2
ratio with subsequent aggregation in vivo has been
suggested as the cause of lung uptake observed in a
group of patients undergoing routine bone imaging (9).
pH
Alterations in pH can have marked effecfi on the
5
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radiochemical purity and/or the final chemical form of
many ‘mTc-radiopharmaceuticals.
For example,
decreased labeling efficiencies of ‘mTc(Sn)-HSA and
electrolytically prepared ‘mTc-gluceptate occur above
or below the optimal pH ranges of 2-3 and 6.7-7,2,
Decreased labeling rates of
respectively (84,85),
‘mTc-iminodiacetic
acid (IDA) derivatives are
observed at pH values higher than the optimal pH of
5.5 (86). Maximal labeling of leukocytes withWmTcHMPAO requires that the pH be maintained near
neutrality (87-89). Also, ‘9mTc-sulfur colloid breaks
down and liberates *Tc-pertechnetate at a neutral or
alkaline pH (991).
Starmous ion solutions become
insoluble and form colloidal precipitates at neutral and
alkaline pH. If ‘Tc-pertechnetate
is present, the
‘mTc can coprecipitate and/or complex with the tin
colloid, which results in a radiocolloid impurity that
localizes in the RES (75,92).
Good bone uptake and urinary excretion result
from use of acidic formulations
of ‘mTcpyrophosphate, whereas negligible bone affinity and
concentration in the kidney result from use of neutral
and alkaline formulations (93 ,94).
Imaging with
alkaline ‘mTc-pyrophosphate formulations rather than
with slightly acidic formulations demonstrates
significantly inferior bone scan quality (95). High
liver, kidney, and/or stomach uptake have been
demonstrated when *Tc-HEDP
or ‘9MTc-MDP is
prepared at alkaline pH (59,83); at excessively acid
pH, on the other hand, higher uptake occurs in the
urine and stomach (82). It is not clear, however,
whether these pH effects on ‘mTc-bone agents are
solely associated with the formation of radiocolloid or
‘mTc-pertechnetate impurities, since there is evidence
which suggests that the alteration in biodistribution
may be a result of differing chemical complexes
formed at different pH values (81). For example,
Tc(IV)-HEDP is formed in acidic solution, whereas
Tc(V)-HEDP is formed in neutral or alkaline
solutions (%).
Similarly, several’ components
showing markedly different degrees of bone uptake
and soft-tissue localization have been separated from
‘mTc-MDP mixtures prepared at different pH ranges
(97,98).
A number of different complexes of ‘mTc-succimer
(DMSA) have been observed at different pH values.
The complex formed under acidic conditions with
relatively high Sny2 concentrations is retained in the
renal cortex, while another distinct complex formed at
an alkaline pH with standard to low Sn+2
concentrations exhibits rapid urinary excretion and
moderate uptake in tumor and bone (99-103). Several
factors may be involved in the formation of these
different complexes.
For example, the ratio of

DMSA to Sn+2 at pH 4 is 2:1, while the ratio at pH 8
is 1:1 (99,100). Furthermore, the kidney localizing
complex formed at acidic pH is probably Tc(III)DMSA, whereas that formed at alkaline pH is probably
Tc(V)-DMSA (102). Tc(V) may then dissociate fron. o
the DMSA complex as TcOQ-3and, as a structural
analog to POq-3,may localize in some tumors and bones
(102).
Different complexes of ‘mTc-IDA compounds have
also been observed at different pH values (lU). Rapid
conversion in vivo to a common form probably occurs,
however, since the biodistribution
patterns are
essentially the same (lM).
The equilibrium between thallous (I) and thallic (III)
ions is strongly influenced by pH. An alkaline pH
favors the formation of thallous ions and myocardial
uptake, whereas an acidic pH favors the formation of
thallic ions (105). Thallic ions, which are not readily ‘
localized in myocardial cells, may form hydrated
colloids (liver uptake), and/or may form complex ions
(thyroid, red blood cell uptake) (105).
The stability of some radiopharmaceuticals is also
affected by pH. For example, ‘“Tc-HMPAO is most
stable at near-neutral pH, but demonstrates increasing
rates of decomposition with increasing alkalinity (80),
even when stabilized with gentisic acid (106).
Maintenance of optimal pH may be problematic.
however, as phosphate buffers increase the rate o. 0
decomposition of 9gmTc-HMPA0 with a corresponding
increase in the production of ‘Tc-pertechnetate
(80).
lsF-fluoro-DOPA
exhibits
Similarly,
rapid
decomposition at pH 7 but remains chemically
unchanged at pH 3.5 (107). Also, alkaline conditions
during the preparation of ‘Tc-MAG~ can promote
hydrolysis of the ligand to form lipophilic impurities
that are excreted in the hepatobiliary system (6).
The pH of the suspending medium is critical during
the labeling of platelets with lliIn-oxyquinoline (oxine),
When outside of their natural plasma environment,
platelets must be maintained at a pH of 56.5 in order
to prevent aggregation and clumping (108-110).
MIXING ORDER
The order of mixing components in the formulation
of ‘mTc-radiopharmaceuticals can have dramatic effects
In general, the
on the resulting biodistribution.
reducing agent and the chelating agent should be mixed
prior to the addition of 9gmTc-pertechnetate in order to
obtain high labeling efficiencies, If Sn+2 and ‘mTcpertechnetate are combined first, an insoluble ‘mTc-tin o
colloid may be formed, with resultant increased liver
uptake (16,20,82, 111). Similarly, if gentisic acid is
added to HMPAO prior to its labeling with ‘~Tc,
6
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Similarly, suboptimal labeling of RBCs with ‘mTc using
the mdlfied in vivo technique occurs when inadequate
blood volume is used (25).
The labeling of leukocytes or platelets with ‘illnoxine is also related to the number of isolated cells as
well as to the concentration of oxine. Poor labeling
efficiencies may result from labeling an inadequate
number of cells (108,110,116-121) or from using an
inadequate amount of oxine (108,117).
Similarly,
optimal labeling of leukocytes with ‘mTc-HMPAO
requires a sufficient number of cells and an adequate
concentration of HMPAO (87-89, 122,123),
On the other hand, excessive concentration of
reagen~ may be detrimental to the labeling reaction.
For example, use of less than 4 ml of ‘mTc eluate
results in decreased labeling efficiency of TechneScan
MAG3~ (32); if a smaller volume of ‘mTc eluate is
used, dilution with normal saline to a total of at least 4
ml, either before or after addition to the reaction vial,
produces acceptable labeling efficiencies (124). In the
case of ‘llIn-leukocytes or -platelets, excessive
concentrations of oxine can result in decreased labeling
andlor
decreased
cell
viability
efficiency
(108,117,119,125).
The concentration of MDP that is labeled with ‘mTc
may affect its subsequent biodistribution. For example,
studies in rats have shown that changes in MDP
concentration can result in alterations in bone, kidney,
and liver uptake (83).
Following completion of the labeling procedure for
some radiopharmaceuticals, the concentration of final
product may also affect its stabili~.
For example,
several brands of ‘mTc-DTPA are stable in stock
concentrations but exhibit decreased stability with
liberation of free pertechnetate when diluted (126).
Solutions of 99mTc-pyrophosphate diluted in vitro and,
to a lesser extent, in vivo demonstrate decreased bone
uptake and increased soft-tissue and kidney localization
(94). Similarly, ‘“Tc-HEDP and ‘“Tc-MDP diluted
in vitro demonstrate decreased bone uptake and
increased soft-tissue localization (127, 128). The altered
biodistribution of these latter radiopharmaceuticals
following dilution has been ascribed to the formation of
different molecular weight complexes and/or liberation
of free pertechnetate (94, 127,128).

excessive production of reducetihydrolyzed Tc results
(106).
Improved labeling efficiency of several ‘mTcradiopharmaceuticals can be achieved with a simple
alteration in the mixing order during preparation.
Instead of reconstituting the kit with the required
volume of ‘mTc-pertechnetate diluted previously with
normal saline, the modified procedure calls for
reconstitution with concentrated ‘mTc-peNechnetate,
incubation for 3-10 minutes, and then dilution with an
appropriate volume of normal saline (112,113).
The radiopharmaceutical most affected by the
‘gmTc-sulfur
colloid.
mixing
order
is
‘mTc-pertechnetate, hydrochloric acid, and Wlosulfate
solutions must be combined before being heated in
order to ensure a high yield. Addition of ‘Tcpertechnetate or the acid solution after heating and/or
addition of the buffer solution before heating results in
negligible labeling and alterations in biodistribution
reflecting ‘mTc-pertechnetate (51,114).
A similar
effect occurs with the UltraTag@ RBC kit: if Syringe
I (sodium hypochlorite) is added to the reaction vial
prior to the addition of anticoamlated whole blood, it
will oxidize the Sn+2 and thus preclude subsequent
‘“Tc-pertechnetate reduction and labeling to RBCS
(RG Wolfangel, Mallinckrodt, 1992).
REAGENT CONCENTRATION
Reagent concentrations are inversely proportional
Low reagent
to the final preparation volumes.
concentrations may necessitate longer incubation times
and/or result in complexes having different
biodistribution patterns.
Therefore, preparation
volumes should not be unnecessarily large.
Use of a DMSA kit prepared with 2 ml of ‘mTcpertechnetate yields about 90% of the kidneylocalizing complex in 15 minutes, whereas a
preparation volume of 10 ml yields only about 70% in
15 minutes (101). In both cases, the remainder of the
preparation consists of a different complex which is
moderately localized in the bone and rapidly excreted
in the urine (101). Similarly, ‘9mTc-IDAderivatives
prepared in a volume of 10 ml compared with those
prepared in a volume of 2 ml show a decreased rate
of labeling (86).
The rate and extent of labeling of RBCS with ‘“Tc
are affected by cell concentration. The incorporation
of ‘mTc into RBCS is directly related to hematocrit (or
red cell concentration), not to cell number (67,115),
With the Ultra-Tag@ RBC kit, the rate and extent of
labeling are decreased with the use of smaller than
recommended volumes of blood and/or larger than
recommended volumes of ‘9mTc-pertechnetate (31).

HEATING
The distribution of radiopharmaceuticals that require
heating as part of their preparation may be influenced
by a number of factors involved in the heating process.
These factors include temperature, duration of heating,
and volume heated,
Temperature plays an important role in the
7
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formation and labeling of ‘mTc-sulfur colloid.
Because the reaction between thiosulfate and acid is
slow at room temperature, the sulfur colloid reagents
are heated in a boiling water bath. For consistently
high labeling yields, the temperature of Wls water bath
should he 95-100 C. Heating at temperatures of less
than 95” C may result in poor labeling of the colloid
with increased remaining ‘mTc- pertechnetate (38).
Similarly, inadequate heating tem~ratures result in
suboptimal ‘Tc labeling of sestamibi (129, 130).
The temperature used to darnage ‘Tc- or 51CrRBCS for splenic sequestration studies is critical. Too
low of a temperature results in insufficient RBC
damage with significant activi~ remaining in the
blood pool; too high of a temperature results in
excessive RBC damage and decreased spleen uptake
with increased liver uptake (13 1).’ The recommended
temperature for optimal RBC damage is 49-50° C
(20,131-133).
A second important factor is the duration of
heating. When ‘mTc-sulfur colloid is heated at 90100” C, its labeling efficiency initially increases
rapidly and then plateaus at 3-10 minutes
Thus, heating for an insufficient
(38,46,51,134).
length of time may result in a poor labeling efficiency
and increased ‘mTc-pertechnetate impurity (135). The
length of heating also affects the colloid particle size,
with the mean colloid particle diameter increasing as
a function of heating time (46,90,135). If the ‘mTcsulfur colloid is heated for an insufficient period of
time, poor splenic uptake can result, whereas if it is
heated for an extendd period of time, lung uptake of
large “colloidal” particles may result.
The degree of radiolabeled RBC damage varies
directly with the length of heating time. Inadequate or
extended heating of RBCS results in insufficient or
excessive damage, respectively,
with resultant
alteration in the expected blodistribution.
Optimal
duration of heating is variable, depending on the type
of apparatus, volume, and suspending media
(131, 136-140). The optimal length of heating time
with use of the Brookhaven Nationai Laboratory
procedure appears to be 10-15 minutes (132,136).
Also demonstrating inferior labeling efficiencies
from inadequate boiling times are ‘mTc-MAGj
(32,141), ‘“Tc-sestamibi (142), and lsbRe-HEDP
(143).
The third heating-related factor is the volume to be
heated, Heating of small volumes is more uniform
than is heating of large volumes.
Sulfur colloid
preparations containing > 10 ml show inconsistent
labeling efficiencies as compared with smaller volume
preparations boiled for the same length of time (51).
Similarly, large volumes of RBCS may demonstrate

insufficient damage for splenic sequestration as
compared with small volumes heated for the same
length of time (138).
Even with comparable labeling efficiencies, different
heating
profiles
may
affect
the
subsequen~
biodistribution of the radiopharmaceutical product. For
example, insufficient heating in the formulation of
lwRe-HEDP results in lower bone uptake and h~gher
soft tissue localization, presumably because more
heating is needed to drive the equilibrium to the optimal
polymeric complex (143).
A related matter is that of reheating. In the case of
‘mTc-sulfurcolloid, reheating after buffering, especially
if the final product is slightly alkaline, causes
dissolution of sulfur particles which react with sulfite to
reform thiosulfate; the remaining technetium sulfide is
associated with extremely small colloidal particles
(144).
With any heating process, expansion of gases results
in increased pressure. In some cases, especially with
heating in a microwave oven, the pressure generated
may be high enough to cause rupture of the septum,
ejection of the rubber stopper, or breakage of the vial
(130, 135, 145,146). Therefore, an important step in the
preparation of these rati~opharrnaceuticals is the creation
of negative pressure within the vial by partial removal
of its headspace atmosphere prior to heating
(129,130,141).
o
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INCUBATION
Although most ‘Tc
chelates are formed very
rapidly, some complexation reactions require a
substantial incubation time, In these latter reactions,
labeling usually follows an exponential curve, with
plateaus achieved after several minutes. Incubation
times of approximately 10-20 minutes are required to
reach labeling plateaus for ‘mTc-DMSA (101), ‘mTcIDA derivatives (86, 147), ‘mTc-I)TPA (148,149), and
both in vitro and in vivo labeled ‘mTc-RBCs
(25,31 ,66, 150-152). In some of these cases, initial
mononuclear complexes may form rapidly, but
progression to the final dinuclear complex (dimer)
proceeds more slowly (148, 153). In the case of ‘“TcRBC, the rate-limiting step appears to be the transport
of pertechnetate ions across the red cell membrane
(151, 154). Use of the agents before maximal labeling
may result in increased levels of ‘mTc-pertecbetate
and/or other radiochemical impurities.
Similarly, incubation times of at least 10-20 minutes
are required to achieve maximal labeling of leukocytes e
or platelets with lliIn-oxine (108, 116-119,125,155-158)
or ‘“Tc-HMPAO (87,89).
On the other hand, excessive incubation times or
8
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are reportedly higher after a 30-60 minute incubation
perid than after shorter incubation times, even though
the percent labeling efficiency remains unchanged
(174,175). Apparently, a chemical form of ‘Tc-MDP
with a different renal clearance is slowly formed from
Gel column chromathe initial labeled product.
tography, interestingly, shows that one hour is required
to achieve maximum labeling of ‘“Tc-MDP (176). On
the other hand, measurable deterioration in bone scan
quality (with and without gastric visualization) has been
reported to occur sporadically with use of incubated
In these cases, polymeric
‘mTc-MDP (128,177).
complexes of ‘mTc-MDP apparently dissociate over
time to form low molecular weight complexes that have
a lower affinity for bone (128). Similarly, abnormal
soft-tissue localization of ‘mTc-HDP and ‘Tc-MDP
have been associated with long makeup-to-injection
times (178, 179). Another example of chemical change
over time involves ‘mTc-DTPA for determination of
glomerular filtration rate, Because of concern for
radiolytic decomposition, manufacturers recommend
that ‘“Tc-DTPA
be used within one hour of
preparation; protein binding to human serum albumin,
however, actually decreases over time, suggestive of a
radiochemical impurity that is minimized after 60-90
minutes of incubation (11).
In the case of radiolabeled blood cells, prolonged
handlinglstorage
outside of the natural plasma
For
environment may lead to decreased viability,
example, a somewhat lower sensitivity for abscess
detection has been reported for lliIn-leukocytes
suspended in normal saline for more than one hour as
compared to those suspended in normal saline for less
than one hour (180).

excessive time delays between preparation steps for
some radiopharmaceuticals can produce undesirable
effects. For example, unacceptable labeling efficiency
of ‘mTc-MAG~ occurs
if there is an excessive
thne
delay

(e.g,,

>

5 minutes)

before

air is added

or if

excessivetime delay (e.g., > 3 minutes)
between the addition of air and boiling (32).
The temperature at which the reactants are
incubated may significantly affect the rate of labeling.
In general, refrigerated reagents should be allowed to
warm to room temperature prior to use, For example,
preparation of cold [temperature] reagent vials can
decrease the rate of radiolabeling of ‘mTc-HMPAO
(159). Furthermore, both the rate and extent of
‘mTc-RBC labeling are related to incubation
temperature with moderate and marked decreases
occurring at 22° and 4°, respectively, as compared to
that at 37° (67). Incubation at 37° increases the rate
of ‘llIn-oxine labeling of platelets, although adequate
labeling efficiencies can still be achieved at room
temperature (108, 118, 119). In contrast, incubation at
37° does not significantly affect the rate of leukocyte
labeling with lllIn-oxine or 99mTc-HMPA0 as
temperature
room
compared
to
that
at
(87,116,117,157,160).
The presence of other substances in the incubating
medium may compete for the labeling reaction and
result in radiolabeled contaminants. For example, the
presence of plasma transferring interferes with the
labeling of lliIn-oxine to leukocytes and platelets
because it strongely chelates the iridium (108,110,116118,121,125,157,158,160-163).
Any lilIn-transferrin
contamination present in the final product will then
demonstrate prolonged blood pool retention and bone
marrow localization (116, la).
The effect of plasma
on the labeling of leukocytes with ‘mTc-HMPAO,
however, is much less pronounced (87,123,165).
Furthermore, the presence of excessive amounts of
erythrocytes and/or platelets during leukocyte
radiolabeling will result in radiolabeled RBCS or
platelets (87,116,155,156,159,160,166-171).
These
contaminants then demonstrate prolonged blood pool
retention and spleen uptake (156, 167,168,170- 172).
Similarly, the presence of excessive amounts of
erythrocytes during platelet radiolabeling will result in
radiolabeled RBCS (118).
The in vitro particle size of ‘mTc-tin colloid
preparations increases with the length of incubation
time after reconstitution and affects the relative organ
uptakes (173).
The chemical form and/or nature of a
radiopharmaceutical may change during the incubation
period, with resultant alteration in biodistribution.
For example, bone-to-soft tissue ratios for ‘mTc-MDP
there

is an

PARTICULATE SIZE AND NUMBER
The biodistribution of particulate radiopharmaceuticals occurs as a function of their size. Particles so
small as to be considered soluble (e.g., ‘mTc-HSA and
some other proteins) remain in the blood pool and soft
tissue and may degrade image quality (181, 182).
Particles in the colloid size range demonstrate RES
localization; maximal bone marrow uptake is correlated
with smaller colloid size (183-187), with progressive
splenic localization occurring as the colloid size
increases (188-190). Particles of even larger size (>
5-10 p) become physically trapped in capillaries and
precapillary arterioles (191),
The particle size of ‘mTc-sulfur colloid can be
influenced by a number of factors (discussed here and
elsewhere in this lesson) including aluminum ion
concentration, heating time and temperature, and
storage time. After preparation and during storage,
9

‘gmTc-sulfur colloid particles may aggregate over time
to form clumps large enough to lodge in the
pulmonary capillaries and produce lung visualization
(90,192). The use of stabilizing or protecting agents,
such as gelatin, in the sulfur colloid formulation
markedly improves patiicle size stability (192,193),
‘~Tc-tin colloid is another radiopharmaceutical in
which particle size increases over time resulting in
increasing spleen/liver ratios (173, 194). Stabilization
with a surfactant (Poloxamer 188) effectively
maintains initial pafiicle sim when the preparation is
left undisturbed (194, 195); when the preparation is
subjected to continuous agitation (e.g., during
transportation),
however, particle size increases
significantly to the extent that lung uptake occasionally
occurs (194, 195).
On the other hand, small radiocolloids may
underestimate splenic finction and possibly result in
This
a misdiagnosis of functional hyposplenia.
problem has
been observed with ‘mTc-phytate
colloid, which fre@ently demonstrates insufficient
splenic uptake to provide images of diagnostic quality
(188, 190). The splenic uptake of ‘mTc-phytate can be
improved by the addition of ionic calcium to induce
colloid aggregation (190).
The particle size of perfusion lung imaging agents
may have undesirable
effects on pulmonary
localization.
High blood pool activity has been
reported
following
the
administration
of
‘mTc-macroaggregated albumin (MAA) preparations
containing significant amounts of soluble protein
(181 ,182). Small particles and particle fragments <
10 p may pass through the pulmona~ capillaries and
be phagocytized by the liver and spleen (181,191).
MAA and albumin microsphere preparations may also
- demonstrate clumping of the. particles during storage.
Injected intravenously, particulate clumps > 100 p
lodge in pulmonary arteries and result in focal hot
spots on the lung image (191-196).
The particle size of perfusion lung imaging agents
For
may also affect their late biodistribution.
example, MAA products with a larger mean particle
size demonstrate longer biologic half-lives in the lungs
(197).
Clumping of blood cell preparations will also result
in pulmonary embolization. For example, clumping
of leukocytes can occur during the radiolabeling
prwedure and result in lung localization (1 16,120).
The number of injected particles in MAA and
microsphere preparations is important in terms of both
image quality and toxicity. Too few injected particles
may result in degradation of lung images with
demonstration of definite perfusion abnormalities,
The
especially peripheral patchiness (198, 199).

minimum number of particles that should be
administered for lung imaging in an adult patient is 60
particles/gin of lung tissue or 60,~
particles
(198,199). Injection of> 250,000 particles offers little
improvement in image quali~ while increasing the risk
of toxici~ (199).
Particulate radiopharmaceuticals for perfusion lung
imaging tend to settle or sediment with time (200). The
rate of sedimentation is variable depending on the
manufacturer (200). Therefore, before a dosage is
withdrawn, the vial should be gently inverted several
times to resuspend the particles, Failure to resuspend
particles may result in withdrawal of a larger-thanexpected volume, a somewhat higher percentage of
*Tc-pertechnetate
in the withdrawn dose, and/or an
inadequate number of particles for lung imaging. These
same results can also be caused by adsorption of ‘mTcMAA particles onto the walls of vials or syringes; in
some combinations of MAA product/container/storage
condition, up to 75% of the particles are adsorbed
(201). Similarly, 9gmTc-sulfurcolloid has a tendency to
adsorb over time onto the surfaces of glass vials, which
thus necessitates withdrawal of a larger-than-expected
volume for the required
radioactivity
dosage
(90,192,194,202,203).
An even greater degree of
adherence to glass vials occurs with ‘Tc-tin colloids,
which further increases over time and with agitation
(194).
o
Droplet size of radioaerosols for inhalation lung
imaging is also extremely important. Droplets too large
tend to deposit in the mouth and central aiways while
droplets too small tend to be exhaled (2W,205). Thus,
the different mean droplet sizes produced by different
radioaerosol delivery systems may result in variations
in the rate of deposition ancl/or the distribution of
deposited radioaerosol (2W). Other factors than can
affect the size and abundance of radioaerosol droplets
include relative humidity (2W), air (or oxygen) flow
rate (205), and addition of ethanol (205-207).

o

CO~ERCIAL

I

SOURCE

The commercial source of reagent kits and the
compatibility of generator eluates with these khs may
affect the final radiochemical purity of many ‘mTcA specific klt that yields a
radiopharmaceuticals.
highly labeled product when it is prepared with ‘mTc
from one generator supplier may demonstrate decreased
labling and increased ‘mTc-pertechnetate impurity
when it is prepared with ‘mTc from an alternate
supplier. This phenomenon has been reported in the o
preparation of various ‘mTc-sulfur colloid (15,208),
‘mTc-HSA (208), ‘“Tc-DTPA (126), and ‘“Tc-HDP
The radiochemical purity of
products (209).
10
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Even with

o

comparable

labling,

reagent

kits from

sources may result in significant
differences in biodistribution and elimination kinetics.
Various ‘mTc-HSA kits contain differing amounts of
a-colloids which localize in the liver (213). The
various ‘mTc-HSA kits also exhibit substantial
differences in plasma clearance rates and urinary
excretion (214,215). Similarly, various preparations
of 9grnTc-DTPA exhibit significantly
different
glomerular filtration rates (1 1,216-218). Although the
renal concentrations of two ‘“Tc-DMSA preparations
are equivalent, values for liver uptakes are markedly
different (219). Gastric, hepatic, gallbladder, and/or
intestinal localization is reportedly more frequent with
‘mTc-MDP
products
than
with
unstabilized
99”Tc-MDP products
containing
antioxidants
(220,221). Also, variations in lung-to-background
ratios for ‘9”Tc-MAA maybe related to differences in
particle size distribution and/or soluble radiochemical
impurities (222).
At least four different complexes of ‘“Tc-MDP
have been demonstrated by electrophoretic analysis of
MDP kits from different manufacturers (223). One of
these complexes results in accumulation of activity in
the liver. Results of in vitro and in vivo studies have
suggested that this liver localization is associated with
methylphosphate, a degradation product formed from
the hydrolysis of MDP (223). The results of further
studies have suggested that variations in image quality
different

o

obtained with different preparations of MDP may be
associated with differences in kit formulation such as
the MDP salt form, the ratio of stannous to MDP, and
Similarly,
the presence of an antioxidant (224).
‘“Tc-HDP and ‘mTc-HEDP have been shown to exist
that
exhibit
various
complexes
~odi~~ons
(39,225).
In some instances, poor labeling efficiencies may
simply be attributed to substantial intra- and inter-lot
variabili~ of the reagent kits. Examples of this type of
variability include HSA (18) and Ceretec~ (29,211).
Poor labeling of some kits with ‘“Tc may also be
related the source of normal saline used in their
preparation. For example, certain sources of normal
saline have been implicated in poor radiolabeling of
HMPAO (26) and of RBCS (226).
Radiochemical impurities can also arise from
chemical contaminants leached from disposable
syringes. For example, chemical impurites leached
from the rubber tips of some syringe plungers can be
labeled with 99”Tc and show kidney and hepatobiliary
excretion (227),
Alterations in biodistribution can also occur with
non-WmTc-labeled radiopharmaceuticals obtained from
G7Ga.citrate obtained from one
different sources.
manufacturer readily localizes in cerebral infarctions
but that obtained from another manufacturer does not
(228). This phenomenon may be related to differing
citrate concentrations
in the preparations (229).
Considerable
differences
in the percentage of
impurities
(e.g.,
free iodide)
in
radioactive
-iodohippurate products can
commercially available 1311
result in important differences in the patient’s thyroid
dose (230). Also, 1311sodium iodide capsules from
different vendors exhibit different dissolution profiles
which may result in differences in bioavailability
(231 ,232).
Radioiodination yields may also be associated with
the source of the radioiodide,
For example, some
mixture
of
radioiodide
solutions
contain
a
radiochemicals that, albeit unidentified, are separatable
by high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC),
contribute
to
and that do not significantly
radioiodination reactions (233).
between
radiopharmaceutical
Incompatibilities
solutions and rubkr-stoppered
glass vials have also
been reported. For example, significant differences in
the stability of stannous chloride solutions have been
observed in vials stoppered with different types of
Similarly, significant
elastomeric closures (234).
differences in the adsorption of ‘9”Tc-DMSA on the
walls and stoppers of glass vials from different
manufacturers have been observed with storage (235).

‘Tc-HMPAO
has a tendency to be lower when
prepared with eluates from one company’s generators,
although this decrease is not statistically significant
(21 1). In the case of ‘mTc-MAG~, the poor labeling
efficiency reported with the use of one company’s
generators (32) has been traced to the presence of
chemical contaminants leached from the vial stoppers
(RG Wolfangel, Mallinckrodt, 1992). Similarly, the
poor radiochemical purity of some ‘9”Tc-antibody
conjugates prepared with pertechnetate from certain
generators has been shown to coincide with the
presence of 2-mercaptobenzothiazole, a chemical used
in manufacturing the non-halogenated butyl stoppers
of the collection vials (210); this problem is not
apparent if the pertechnetate is collected in vials fitted
with chlorobu~l stoppers (210).
The biodistribution of labeled kits may also be
For example,
affected by the source of ‘mTc.
abnormal soft-tissue localization is seen much more
frequently when ‘mTc-MDP and ‘mTc-HDP are
prepared with instant (methyl ethyl ketone extraction)
technetium than with technetium from generators
(179,212). Al$o, differences in A1+3contamination in
different generator eluates (42,43,45) may affect
several radiopharrnaceuticals as described above.
commercial
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OXIDATION AND/OR RADIOLYTIC I)ECOMPOSITION

eluate (45).
Fr~ radicals and peroxide may also be produced
over time in ‘mTc-pertechnetate solutions, especially
tiose of high s~ific
concentrations.
Peroxide
production has been shown to be a function of Tc-99m o
radioactivity (relatively constant at about 33 X 105
pg/mCi/hr) and of dissolved oxygen (48).
For
example, the poor labeling efficiency of ‘Tc-MA~
observed when prepared with ‘mTc-pertechnetate
greater than six hours old has been attributed to this
eff~t (’RGWolfangel, Mallinckrodt, 1992). Similarly,
radiolytic
production
of oxidizing
agents
in
*Tc-pertechnetate solutions is a contributing factor in
the poor labeling efficiency and stability of
‘mTc-HMPAO prepared with aged eluates (240), This
effect may be attenuated by the addition of sodium
iodide, a reducing agent, to the eluate (240).
Oxidation of reduced and chelated ‘mTc may also be
associated with physical factors.
For example,
aerosolization of ‘mTc-DTPA for inhalation lung studies
using either ultrasonic or jet nebulizers reportedly
results in significant oxidation of the ‘Tc
with
liberation as free pertechnetate (241-243). However,
this phenomenon has not always been reproduced by
others (149). In any case, since ‘mTc-pertechnetate and
‘mTc-DTPA have different clearance rates from the
lung, liberation of activity as free pertechnetate by any
mechanism may result in variable, inconsistent lung
studies.
On the other hand, purposeful addition of oxidizing
agents may, in limikd instances, be required to produce
a high labeling yield. For example, at least 2 ml of air
must be added during the preparation of ‘mTc-MAG~ to
prevent the progressive formation of radiochemical
impurities (32). A second example is that involving
‘mTc-labeling of RBCS in vitro wherein dilute sodium
hypochlorite is used to oxidize excess extracellular
stannous ion;
high labeling efficiencies are thus
achieved without the need for centrifugation (244-246).
Since optimum labeling efficiencies of ‘“Tc-RBC
preparations are achieved in the absence of extracellular
Sn+2, chelating agents such as EDTA or acid-citratedextrose (ACD) are used to sequester remaining
extracellular Sn+2 and make it available to the
hypochlorite. Of these two sequestering agents, ACD
is preferred since EDTA may cause RBC damage
resulting in a shortened biologic half-life in the blood
and splenic accumulation (244,245,247).
Decomposition
of
radiopharmaceuticals
is
characterized by four mechanisms: internal radiation
effects, direct radiation effects, indirect radiation
effects, and nonradiolytic chemical effects (52). Of
significance in radiopharmaceutical solutions are the
indirect radiation effects resulting from the ionization of

In the formulation of ‘mTc-radiopharmaceuticals,
a variety of factors may produce detrimental effects
on the initial labeling process and subsequent stab~lity.
Many of these factors are related to oxidation and
radiolytic decomposition which lead to increased
levels of ‘“Tc- pertechnetate and/or ‘mTc-colloid
impurities.
In order for ‘Tc to be chelated by most reagents,
it must be reduced from the + 7 valence state of
pertechnetate to a lower valence state. This reduction
usually is accomplished by stannous ion (Sn+2) in the
reagent kit. Sn+2is readily oxidized by atmospheric
oxygen to stannic ion (Sn~4) which is no longer
capable of reducing pertechnetate. Therefore, reagent
solutions and lyophilized kits usually are purged with
nitrogen (or argon) and/or have nitrogen (or argon)
atmospheres in order to remove the atmospheric
responsible
oxygen
for
this
oxidation
(20,29,71,72,75,76,236).
Furthermore, storage at
refrigerator or freezer temperatures has been shown to
inhibit the rate of oxidation (71). Trace amounts of
oxygen may continue to produce this oxidation during
manufacture and/or storage of reagent kits, especially
if faulty vial seals allow the entrance of air (237).
Formulation of such a product usually results in
dwreased
labeling
efficiency
with
increased
‘mTc-pertechnetate impurity.
Oxidizing agents present in ‘Mo/mTc generator
eluates also may interfere with the technetium labeling
process, Ionization of water in the generator column
produces hydrogen peroxide (HZOZ) and, in the
presence of oxygen, hydroperoxy free radicals (*HO~
(28,48,238).
Both of these compounds are strong
oxidizing agents and react with Sn~2 to produce Sn+4.
In some cases, the number of peroxide molecules
added to a reagent kit may be of the same order of
magnitude as the number of Sn+2 ions (28). Reports
of decreased labeling efficiencies and increased ‘mTcpertechnetate impurities are commonly associated with
these larger-than-expected concentrations of peroxides
and hydroperoxy radicals (26,28,84,239). Similarly,
the presence of sodium nitrate, another oxidizing
agent in some ‘mTc generator eluates, can interfere
with labeling reactions (126).
Dissolved oxygen
present in ‘~Tc generator eluates is another potential
oxidizing agent. For example, nitrogen-purging of
eluates has shown beneficial, albeit small, effects on
‘mTc-HMPAO labeling efficiency and stability (240).
The actual amounts of oxidizing agents in eluates are
variable depending on the manufac~rer of the
generator, but appear to be the greatest in the first
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‘“Tc-HMPAO (106). It should be noted, however, that
preparations stabilized with these antioxidants ofin
demonstrate higher levels of reduced-hydrolyzed
technetium than do non-stabilized preparations (264).
Ammonium forrnate may also be useful to retard
radlolytic decomposition (265).
Oxidation and/or radiolytic decomposition proceeds
at faster rates with increased temperatures; therefore,
reducing the temperature by refrigeration may
noticeably
prolong
the
stability
of
most
radiopharmaceuticals (10 1,249,266,267). The addition
of carrier, although seldom desired, may also improve
the stability of many radiopharmaceuticals (85,249).
Closely paralleling the effect of carrier, the addition of
HSA may improve the stability of labeled antibodies
(268). Finally, because radiolytic decomposition is a
radioactivity
function
contentispecific
of total
concentration, greater stability is achieved from
formulation with the minimum desired radioactivig than
is achieved from formulation with larger amounts of
radioactivity (29,35,36,78,248,255,267,268).
Radiolytic generation of free radicals may be
problematic in the development and utilization of alphaand/or beta-emitting therapeutic radiopharmaceuticals as
well as positron-emitting radiopharmaceuticals.
High
specific concentrations, coupled with large equilibrium
dose constants, produce an environment conducive to
the production of free radicals. For example, high
specific activity l*F-N-methylspiroperidol undergoes
significant radiolytic decomposition resulting in the
production of I*F-fluoride (265). Half of the original
stannous and gentisic acid in commercially-produced
lwRe-HEDP is lost within 14 days as a consequence of
free radical production (269). Furthermore, high levels
of radioactivity can degrade proteins such as
monoclinal antibodies (270).

water which produces the strong oxidants, hydrogen
~roxide and, in the presence of dissolved oxygen,
hydroperoxy free radicals (48,238,248). Radiolytic
decomposition is a function of total radioactivity
content, since it is dose rate dependent rather than
total dose dependent (78,249).
Decomposition of
virtually all radiopharrnaceuticals will occur if
sufficient time is allowed; however, the rate of
decomposition varies widely from one radiopharmaceutical to another and from one formulation and/or
storage factor to another (10,126,230,250,251).
All
radiopharmaceuticals should, therefore, be used as
soon after preparation as possible to avoid radiolytic
decomposition problems.
The stability of radiopharrnaceuticals can be
prolonged by a number of tactics that inhibit oxidation
Since dissolved
and/or radiolytic decomposition.
oxygen promotes formation of peroxide and
hydroperoxy radicals, various approaches such as
minimizing the exposure of a radiopharmaceutical to
the atmosphere, purging the solution with nitrogen,
limiting introduction of air (especially bubbling) into
the vial, avoiding vigorous shaking, avoiding or
minimizing addition of standard sodium chloride
injection for dilution, and storing the product in a
glass vial instead of in a plastic syringe can be applied
to help minimize oxidation and/or decomposition
(10,37,74,78,79,99,1 11,126,159, 252-256). Oxygenfree saline and commercially available low dissolved
oxygen (I-DO) saline have been recommended as
offering beneficial effects on radiopharmaceutical
labeling and stability (48,76). For example, the use
of low dissolved oxygen in the preparation of
‘9mTc-HDPapparently prevents of the formation of an
unidentified radiochemical impurity that localizes in
liver and gallbladder (209). Routine use of low
dissolved oxygen saline remains controversial,
however, in light of data showing that the labeling
efficiency and stability of ‘mTc-gluceptate and the
clinical performance
of 99”Tc-MDP are only
minimally affected by the oxygen content of the saline
used (257,258).
Excess stannous ion is effective for prolonging
stability but may result in colloid formation if there is
an overabundance of this ion (74,75,78,79). Perhaps
more effective is the use of antioxidant
(e.g.,
ascorbic acid), which have &en shown to remove
peroxide already present as well as to prevent
subsequent peroxide buildup (48). For example, the
use of ascorbic acid or gentisic acid in ‘mTc- bone
imaging agents has been shown to dramatically
improve stability and image quality with storage over
several hours (75,79,255,259-263). Gentisic acid has
also been investigated as a stabilizing agent for

SPECIFIC

ACTIVITY

The specific activity of radiopharmaceuticals may
have important effects on their biodistribution.
The
effects
of
lowered
specific
activity
on
biodistribution
radiopharmaceutical
are
most
pronounced when the mechanism for localization of the
agent demonstrates
saturation
pharmacokinetics.
Saturation may occur whenever there are only a limited
number of receptor sites, carriers, enzymes, or other
interactive biological substances responsible for the
localization (271). In these circumstances, carrier will
compete with the specific radiopharmaceutical for these
limited sites, and if saturation occurs, target-tobackground radioactivity ratios will decrease.
A classic example of this phenomenon is the thyroid
uptake of radioiodide. As little as 1 mg of carrier
13
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example, ‘Tc-disofenin reconstituted in a total volume
of 2-3 ml becomes cloudy over time, whereas it
remains in solution when reconstituted in a total of 4-5
ml @ Sullivan, Du Pent, 1988).
A few radiopharmaceuticals (e.g., radiolabele~
cholesterols, amino acids, fatty acids) are essentially
insoluble in water at physiological pH values, and their
formulation is problematic.
A common problem
encountered with use of these latter agents is incomplete
or unstable solubilization leadlng to increased RES
and/or lung localization as a result of colloid and/or
particulate formation (283).
Based on toxicity
considerations,
the requirement
for intravenous
administration of most radiopharmaceuticals limits the
choice of surfactants available for solubiltiation of
.
–..*.
---—. - /-OA
90C\
n-----.–.?3
—–
agenm IAW,A02).
Kecem evlaence supports tne use or
hydroalcohol HSA (2S6) and the relatively nontoxic
poly(oxypropylene)poly(oxyethylene)
condensates
(Pluronics) for this purpose (287),

idlde may produce notable decreases in the 24-hour
1311uptake (272), and dosages of sodium iodide > 10
mg suppress the 24-hour radioiodine uptake by
98% (273).
For the Schilling test, the amount of nonradioactive
cyanocobalarnin in the 57Co-cyanocobalarnin capsules
has been shown to be critical. Amounts > 2 pg
appear to exceed the saturation level for intrinsic
factor and may result in falsely low values for
(274,275).
excretion
absorption
and urinary
Increasing amounts of ‘~Tc-sulfur colloid particles
affect phagocytic localization, which resul~ in a
gradual decrease in liver uptake and an increase in
bone marrow uptake (183). Likewise, the number of
damaged radlolabeled R13CSadministered for a splenic
sequestration study may be important in certain
in which overloading
the
clinical situations
sequestering ability of the spleen is possible (138).
The presence of carrier markedly affects the
biodistribution of ‘7Ga-citrateby inhibiting localization
in all usual (expected) organs except bone (276,277).
Many of the newer
and investigational
radiopharmaceuticals are localized by mechanisms
with limited capacities. Examples include carriermediated uptake of hepatobllia~
agents (271),
antibody-antigen interactions involving radiolabeled
specific antibodies (278,279), and hormone-receptor
localization of radiolabeled
hormone
analogs
(280,281). In each of these cases, lowered specific
activity results in decreased target-to-background
radioactivity ratios and inferior image quality. It
should be noted, however, that in the presence of
circulating antigen, a lower specific activity of
radiolabeled antibodies is desired. If high specific
activity and small amounts of total antibody are
administered in this latter case, most of the
radioactivity will be cornplexed to circulating antigen
and cleared into the liver (282),
The distribution of some radiopharmaceuticals is
relatively unaffected by specific activity. Carrier
MAA does not affect the quality of lung perfusion
images (199) and a lti-fold excess of carrier
gluconate does not influence distribution
of
‘mTc-gluconate (16).

The

volubility
medium

of ‘mTc-radiopharmaceuticals
for intravenous

does not present
hydrophilic

a significant

nature

in normal

saline.

however,

may

of these
Some

require

administration
problem

agents

of the more
a c~rtain

saline to effect and maintain

since

allows

for parenteral
Since sterilig
of products
administration is essential, it might & surmised that
bacteriostatic saline should be used in the preparation of
injectable
radiopharmaceuticals.
Unfortunately,
bacteriostatic saline may have
serious deleterious
effects on many ‘mTc- radiopharrnaceuticals. Most Oi
effects can be traced to reactions with bnzyl
these
alcohol, the most commonly used active agent in
bacteriostatic saline.
When bacteriostatic saline is used to elute a
‘Mo/WmTc generator, up to 99% of the ‘Tc activity
may be retained on the generator column (288). It is
theorized that the benzyl alcohol in the bacteriostatic
saline may be transformed by radiolytic oxidation to
benzaldehyde, a weak reducing agent. One or both of
these species may then reduce the ‘mTc-pertechnetate in
situ to an insoluble form which is retained on the
column.
Bacteriostatic saline used in the preparation of ‘mTcradiopharmaceuticals
may adversely
affect the
radiochemical purity, stability, and blodistribution.
‘mTc-pertechnetate dissolved in bacteriostatic saline
demonstrates a significant increase in the percentage of
‘mTc-colloid impurities (288). ‘mTc-MDP prepared
with bacteriostatic saline exhibits significantly more
~mTc-~r&echnetate impurity,
a faster rate of
decomposition, and higher blood, muscle, and liver
background activity than does ‘mTc-MDP prepared with
Because of these
presemative-free saline (288).
potential deleterious effects, only presemative-free
saline should be used in the preparation of
‘gmTc-radiopharmaceuticals.

in a
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efficiency when heparin is used as the anticoagulant,
whereas the RBC labeling efficiency is markedly
decreased when ACD is used (22-24,31).
These
deleterious effects of ACD may be overcome, however,
by employing an ACD concentration of only 0.125 ml/3
ml blood (293).
Even with comparable labeling efficiencies, the
pafiicular anticoagulant used may affect the subsequent
For
biodistribution of the labeled cell product.
example, ACD, in contrast to heparin, results in less
‘mTc labeling to hemoglobin and more to RBC
membranes where it can more easily elute from the cell
(294). In a clinical setting, ACD used for in vitro ‘mTc
RBC-labeling demonstrates a lower cardiac blood poolto-background ratio than does use of heparin (295).
A marked excess of ACD may also cause damage to
RBCS, with resultant sequestration in the spleen (2%).
In the preparation of radiolabeled leukocytes, ACD
is preferred over heparin as the anticoagulant because
ACD decreases the tendency of neutrophils to adhere to
plasticware (i.e., tubes, pipets) (la).
Also, if
leukocytes are labeled with lilIn-tropolone or l’llnmercaptopyridine-N-oxide, anticoagulation with ACD
results in substantially higher labeling efficiencies than
those using heparin (297).
In the preparation of radiolabeled plateleti, ACD is
preferred over heparin as the anticoagulant because of
its pH and buffering properties (vide supra). However,
the presence of ACD in the final labeling medium
reduces the labeling efficiency (108),

Additionally, benzyl alcohol (and sodium bisulfite)
has been shown to increase the rate of radiolytic
decomposition of ‘%-N-methylspiropefidol (265).
Benzyl alcohol is of limited applicability for two
additional reasons. First, it is a vasodilator and,
therefore, cannot be used with a radiotracer such as
133Xein saline solution intended for regional blood
flow measurements (289).
Second, it undergoes
radiation decomposition with the production of a
precipitate (presumably benzoic acid) in certain
solutions of high radioactive concentrations (289).
Another source of potentially interfering chemicals
is the inadvertent entry of antiseptic solutions during
puncture of vial diaphragms. For example, iodinated
antiseptics, which are good oxidizing agents, can
inhibit ‘mTc-labeling reactiom and cause rapid release
of previously bound ‘mTc as free pertechnetate (290);
it has been suggested that this effect can be avoided
by using alcohol instead of iodinated antiseptics (290).
A more recent report, however, has shown that
isopropyl alcohol contamination can also cause a timerelated breakdown of ‘“Tc-HDP
with gastric
localization of the resulting ‘gmTc-pertechnetate (291).
In another example, entry of trace amounts of
cetrimide/chlorhexidine
solution in ‘gmTc-DMSA
preparations was shown to result in a labeled colloid
that is taken up in the liver and spleen (292).
ANTICOAGULANTS
The in vitro labeling of RBCS for subsequent
reinfection requires that the blood sample be fully
anticoagulated. Unfortunately, the presence of an
anticoagulant, usually heparin or ACD, may affect the
labeling and/or biodistribution of the labeled RBCS.
For example, using the in vivo - in vitro technique,
RBCS labeled with ‘mTc in the presence of heparin
show a lower labeling efficiency, more extravascular
activi~, and more urinary excretion than do those
labeled in ACD (21). Conversely, in vitro labeling
using the UltraTag@ RBC kit produces excellent
labeling efficiencies using heparin in concentrations
ranging from 10 units/ml blood through 10,000
units/ml blood, whereas labeling efficiencies using
ACD, although excellent at a concentration of 0.15
ml/ml blood, rapidly decrease with excessive ACD
concentrations (31). This effect is apparently caused
by the ability of excessive ACD to sequester stannous
ions and thereby effectively inhibit the rate and extent
of the RBC “tinning” process (31). This effect also
occurs if EDTA is used as the anticoagulant (115).
Furthermore, with the UltraTag@ RBC kit, the
presence of clinically-encountered amounts of carrier
~c has no appreciable effects on RBC labeling

STEREOISOMEFUC FORM
Molecules that have one or more chiral centers have
the potential to exist in more than one thr~-dimemional
configuration. Stereoisomers that are mirror-images of
each other are termed enantiomers, while those that are
not mirror-images
are termed diastereoisomers,
Although stereoisomers can have the same molecular
weight, size, lipophilicity, charge, and general shape,
the different spatial orientation of substituents can cause
differences in biodistribution (298).
This phenomenon may be especially pronounced for
substances that bind to specific receptors for transport,
retention, or metabolism. For example, the d,l form of
‘“Tc-HMPAO exhibits greater uptake and longer
retention in the brain than does the meso form (299).
This difference may be reflective of differences in
interaction with glutathione, since the d,l form shows a
sevenfold greater rate of interaction with glutathlone in
vitro (300). Differences in the rate and extent of
leukocyte labeling are also exhibited by the d and 1
forms of ‘“Tc-HMPAO (301). Similarly, in the case
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~f‘mTc-ethyl cysteinate dimer (ECD), both the “L,L‘ and “D,D-” forms accumulate in the brain, but only
he “L,L-” form is well retained (302).
This
difference reflects differences in metabolism involving
;nzyrnatic cleavage of the ester (302). Different
)iodistribution patterns are also apparent for the d, 1
lnd meso forms of ‘“Tc-DMSA (303).
The effects of stereoisomeric form are perhaps no
nore apparent for radiopharmaceuticals than for many
]f the positron-emission
tomography
(PET)
radlopharmaceuticals. For example, the presence of
8F-2-fluoro-2-deoxyrnarmose, a stereoisomer of ‘~-2fluoro-2-deoxyglucose
(FDG),
can affect the
quantitative estimation of cerebral glucose metabolism
iue to differences in rates of phospho~lation and
Other
examples
of
~ack-diffusion
(3W).
stereoisomers showing differences in localization due
to differences in metabolism and/or receptor-binding
include llC-raclopride, ~lc-nicotine, and llC-cocaine
(305). A complete list of radiopharrnaceuticals for
which stereoisomeric effects are known or can be
anticipated is almost endless.

uptake study or produce visualization of abdominal
activity. With the recent development of a new 13~1
sodium iodide capsule formulation, however, it is
reported that the aqueous radioiodination of gelatin
can be prevented by suspending the radioiodide within
a polyethylene glycol base (308). Furthermore, rapid
dissolution of the polyethylene glycol base in gastric
fluid allows bioavailability equal to that from oral
solutions (308). In spite of these advances in 1311
sodium iodide capsule
formulations,
currently
marketed 1311sodium iodide capsules exhibit different
dissolution profiles which may result in differences in
bioavailability (231). The dissolution profile of one
vendor’s product resembles that of a sustained release
capsule, possibly due to the formation of an 1311magnesiurn stearate complex (231,232). Furthermore,
some therapeutic 1311sodium iodide capsules exhibit a
decrease in radiochemical purity over time with a
corresponding
increase in radiolytically-produced
iodinated capsule components (e.g., 13*1-gelatin),and
may thus result in under-dosing the patient (309).
Encapsulated 57Co-cyanocobalamin, compared with
57Co-cyanocobalamin solution, has been shown to
result in significantly decreased absorption and urinary
excretion when administered for Schilling tests (310).
The difference in drug availability between the capsule
md the solution is probably due to both the speed o!
capsule dissolution and the passage of the capsule
mass from the stomach to the duodenum.
Since
falsely low urinary excretion values obtained with the
may result in a false
encapsulated
material
interpretation of pernicious anemia, a liquid dosage
form has been recommended (310),
The interpretation of second-stage Schilling tests
may also be altered by the administration of
The coadministration
of
encapsulated
doses.
encapsulated intrinsic factor, compared with the
administration of a solution of intrinsic factor
premixed with 57Co-cyanocobalarnin, has been shown
in significantly
to result
decreased
urinary
excretion (311). The difference in urinary excretion
between the two forms of administration may be due
to prolonged capsule dissolution, biological inactivity
of some commercial intrinsic-factor preparations,
and/or the binding of intrinsic factor to blocking
antibodies in the gastric juice (311-313). Since falsely
low urinary
excretion
values
obtained
with
encapsulated intrinsic factor may result in a false
interpretation of intestinal malabsorption, it has been
recommended
that intrinsic
factor and 57cocyanocobalamin should be mixed together in water
prior to administration (311-313).

ENCAPSULATION
Encapsulation of radiopharmaceutical dosages for
oral administration has gained widespread acceptance
as a convenient method for the handling, dispensing,
and administering of certain radioactive compounds.
The use of encapsulated
radiopharmaceuticals
presupposes that the capsule will rapidly disintegrate
and its contents dissolve in the stomach fluids and that
the radiopharmaceutical will not interact with the
capsular materials. Some evidence has suggested that
the aforementioned assumptions are not valid and that
this oral dosage form may alter the biodistribution of
the radiopharmaceutical.
The possibility of residual 1311contained in some
undissolved capsule was suggested as the cause of
right-lower-quadrant activity reported in a patient
administered encapsulated ’311sodium iodide (306).
Subsequent studies of the effect of encapsulation on
the thyroid uptake of 1311sodium iodide demonstrated
substantially lower uptakes with capsules than with
oral solution (306). Proposed mechanisms for this
effect include delayed dissolution and absorption of
the radioiodide, formation of a nonabsorbable iodine
complex with capsular material, and/or formation of
radioiodinated gelatin.
A situation has also been
reported in which the presence of ~-naphthol, a
bacteriostatic agent in the ’311sodium iodide capsule,
resulted
in the formation
of iodinated Pnaphthol (307). This effect is most serious when it
may alter the interpretation of a radioactive iodine
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volatility rates and decreased thyroid accumulation, as
compared with acidic formulations (321-323,325,328).
Several other formulation methods also focus on the
oxidation reaction. Addition of an antioxidant such as
sodium bisulfite or thiosulfate to the formulation helps
to inhibit the oxidation of iodide to volatile forms of
iodine (308,321 ,327,328),
Inclusion of a chelating
agent such as disodium edetate prevents catalytic
oxidative reactions by metal ions (321,328), and the use
of distilled water as a diluent circumvents the problem
of iodide oxidation by chlorine in tap water (324).
Storing and handling the solution at room temperature
or below helps inhibit the heat catalysis of the oxidation
reaction (327) and reduces the vapor pressure of volatile
iodine (329).
One last formulation method for reducing volatility
of 1311sdlum iodide is encapsulation. 1311sodium iodide
diagnostic and therapeutic capsules have been shown to
produce negligible airborne radioactivity, probably
because many oxidation factors are eliminated and/or
the iodine may be absorbed by the capsular material
(308,320). The major limitation with capsules from a
clinical point of view is that patient dosages are
restricted to combinations of available capsule sizes. In
response to the inadequacies of conventional dosages
forms (liquid and capsules), a new coated-bead
formulation of 1311sodium iodide has recently been
developed that appears to provide a high degree of
radiation safety while maintaining bloavailabllity and
allowing flexibility in dosage selection (330).
Although formulation approaches have kn designed
to minimize the volatility of therapeutic 1311sodium
idlde products, significant differences exist between
various commercial products for both oral solution and
capsule dosage forms (33 1,332).
An additional source of itialed radioactivity from
1311sodium iodide capsules and solutions is 131mXe,a
1% abundant daughter of 1311(333). Thus all 13*1
containers, regardless of whether the contents are
capsules or solution, should be opened in a suitable
hood.

The dual isotope (Dicopac~) Schilling test allows
simultaneous performance of first- and second-stage
Schilling tests for the diagnosis of pernicious anemia
Unlike the
or intestinal malabsorption syndrome.
traditional Schilling test, the dual-isotope procedure
employs the co-administration of 58Co-cyanocobalamin
and 57Co-cyanocobalamin bound to human intrinsic
factor.
Experience, however, has indicated a
disturbingly high frequency (17-46%) of spurious
results with use of the dual-isotope method (314-317).
These misleading results are probably due to rapid or
variable rates of exchange of bound and free
cyanocobalamin on the intrinsic factor molecule (316318). This exchange is especially striking at a acidic
pH, at which equimolar equilibrium maybe achieved
within 10 minutes in simulated gastric juice (316). In
order to obviate the effect of exchange reactions, it
may be desirable to separate administration of the two
dosages by two hours or to perform the traditional
Schilling test (316,317).
The significance of this
effect in a clinical setting remains controversial,
however, as the manufacturer continues to recommend
that the two dosages be administered simultaneously
(319).
IODINE VOLATILITY
Inhalation of volatilized radioiodine is a potential
and
with the handling
problem
associated
administration of 1311sodium iodide oral solutions.
Airborne 1311 activi~ in excess of maximum
permissible concentrations has been reported with the
handling of therapeutic amounts of 1311and the
(320,321).
of such
dosages
administration
Furthermore, the thyroid glands of the personnel
handling these dosages may be exposed to substantial
radiation by the accumulation of 1311(320-325).
The iodide ion in 1311sodium iodide solution is
easily oxidized to iodine by dissolved oxygen in an
acidic solution (326,327). The presence of oxygen
can occur from exposure to air (327) and/or oxygen
generation by the radiolysis of water (324). Hydrogen
ions can be present from acid formulation of the
solution (321) and/or from reactions accompanying the
dissolution of carbon dioxide in water (327). The
iodine thus formed is not very soluble in water and
rapidly volatilizes out of solution (327).
The rate of volatili~ is influenced by a variety of
factors, and a number of methods that diminish this
rate have been developed. The most important factor
is that of pH. The use of buffers to maintain an
alkaline pH has resulted in significantly lowered

RADIONUCLIDIC CONTAMINATION
Several radiopharmaceuticals contain radionuclidic
impurities in large enough quantities to be of concern.
EsWcially susceptible to the production of radionuclidic contaminants are those radioisotopes produced
Another possible clause of
in a cyclotron (334).
is parent
significant radionuclidic contamination
breakthrough in a generator eluate (335,336).
One of the most important concerns is the increase
in radiation absorbed dose from radionuclidlc
impurities. For example, the radiation absorbed doses
17

to the thyroid and the whole body from radioid~de
impurities (e.g., lX1in some ‘mI products) approach,
and may even exceed, the absorbed doses from the
principal radioisotope (337). Fufiermore,
in rare
cases of excessive *Mo contamination in ‘mTc
generator eluates, radiation absorbed doses to the liver
can be increased by up to three orders of magnitude
(335). In routine practice, however, this is not a
significant concern since quality control procedures
are used to assure that %0 contamination remains
less than 0.015 % at the time of administration (338).
Another concern is the potential errors in dose
calibration. Since m ionization chambr does not
have intrinsic energy discrimination capability, the
presence of radionuclidlc impurities will affect the
reading of the instrument (339). For example, the
presence of radioiodide impurities in some ‘MI
products has been shown to significantly increase dose
Similarly, the
calibrator readings (340-342,367).
presence of radioiodide impurities in some ‘mI
products can introduce substantial errors in radioactive
iodine uptake measurements, especially if the probe
counter is used in the integral mode (341-343).
Of paramount concern for clinical interpretation is
image degradation caused by Compton scatter and
septal penetration of high-energy photons emitted by
Significant
image
radionuclidic
impurities.
degradation has been observed with the use of lnI
@her radioiodide
products, containing lw1 ad
contaminants (337,344-346) and with the use of ‘lT1
products containing ~1 and/or ‘~1 contaminants
(347-349).
Radionuclidic impurities often have longer halflives than do the principal radionuclides (e.g., lWI ,
‘2T1).
Thus, the percentage of radionuclidic
contamination continuously increases with time.
Increases in radiation dose, errors in dose calibration
and activity measurement, and image degradation,
therefore, become more pronounced as the time of use
approaches the expiration time.

During the process of freezing,
a solute
concentration gradient typically develops, which may
persist even upon thawing. Volumetric withdrawal of
an aliquot from such a stwk solution may provide an
amount of radioactivity that substantially differs from
that calculated. For example, this phenomenon has
been observed with 1311sodium iodide therapy solution
(352).
In the area of labeled monoclinal antibodies, a
variety of chelate conjugate linkages have been used for
labeling with radlometals. These different linkages may
produce differences in bidlstribution, metabolism, and
excretion (353).
May factors (e.g., removal from protective plasma
environment, centrifugation, or exposure to trace
metals) during the preparation
of radtolabeled
leukocytes
can
cause
cell
damage
(116,117,156,164,169,170),
Damaged leukocytes
demonstrate decreased chemotaxis and may localize in
liver, spleen, and lungs (116,1 17, 156,1M,172).
Similarly, many factors (e.g., centrifugation, passage
through small needles, exposure to ADP released from
erythrocyte hemolysis) during the preparation of
radiolabeled platelets can cause platelet aggregation or
cell damage (109, 125, 169). Damaged platelets exhibit
poor survival in W’VOwith localization in liver and
spleen (110, 121, 162,354,355).
Removal of platelets
from their natural plasma environment for the
radiolaboling procedure can also cause cell damage
(121, 125,355); this damage, however, is apparently
reversible in many cases since in vivo survival
following reinfection remains relatively unaffected
(118,121,335,356).
Plastic materials and containers should be used in
the preparation of radiolabeled platelets since platelets
tend to adhere to glms (109,169,354).
Absorption of ‘mTc-sestamibi to glass vials increases
significantly with agitation (e.g., transportation) (357).
If ‘Tc-sestamibi is dispensed and transported in glass
vials, larger activities may be n~ed in order to permit
the withdrawal of the desired dosage.

MISCELLANEOUS FACTORS
SUMMARY
The efficiency of deliveq of radioaerosol droplets
for inhalation lung imaging depends, in part, on the
surface tension of the solution being nebulized. The
addition of 10% ethanol to ‘“Tc-DTPA solution has
been shown to substantially increase the delivery
efficiency of the aerosolized droplets in both in vitro
studies and in human volunteers (205,206).
~~s
effect is less pronounced, however, in patients with
lung disease (207). Furthermore, beneficial effecti of
ethanol may be limited to use with only certain ~s
of nebulizers (350351).

Many factors are known to have deleterious effects
These effxts
on radiopharmaceutical formulations.
often result in a product that, if administered, will
demonstrate an altered biodistribution or will be
otherwise problematic. Reported formulation problems
for common radiopharmaceuticals are summarized in
Table 1 at the end of this lesson. Since many of these
problems
can be detected
prior
to patient
administration, a routine quality control program should
be an integral part of each nuclear pharmacy service.
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QUESTIONS
1.

Which of the following radiopharmaceutimls does NOT
require incubation for 10-20 minutw in order to achieve
maximal radiolabeling?

Which of the following situations LEAST likely results
in an inc=sd
level of free Pert=hnetate
impurity in
most common radiophamaeeuticak?

A,

A.
B.

B.
c.
D.

c.
D.

2.

8.

Al+3 concentration of > 10 mg/ml
Monday morning generator eluate
midweek eluate 12 hours post elution
preparation with three times the recommended
activity

9.

Which of the foUowing ‘Tc-radiopharmaceutiwls
adsorbs to the walls of glass vials over time?

Which of the following effects LEAST likely occurs in
association with AI+3 contamination?

A.
B.

A.
B.
c.
D.

D.

c.

3.

aggluttiation
~c+tidronate
(HEDP) localization in liver
‘Tc-pertwhnetate
retention in sofi tissue
~c-sulfur
colloid Iocal.ization in lungs
in vivo

erythrocyte

10.

The labe~g efficiency of which of the following ~cradiopharmaceuticals is LEAST affected by changes in
Sn+2 concentration?

A.

c.

4.

exametatie
(HMPAO)
oxidronate (HDP)
pyrophosphate (PYP)
red blood cells (RBC)

Which of the following radiopharmaceuticals
aff=ted by an alkaline pH?
A.
B..
c.
D.

D.
11.

is LEAST

c.
D.

Which of the follotig
-c-mdiopharma=uticals
is
LEAST affwted by the mixing order during preparation?
A.
B.

c.
D,

albumin colloid
etidmnate (HEDP)
in *O d blood cells (RBC)
sulfur colloid
13.

6.

nitrogen or argon atmosphere
preparation with high s~ific
concentration
*Tc-pcrtechnetate
reconstitution with LDO (low dissolvti oxyge~,,
saline
refrigeration

Wlch of the following is LEAST eff=tive at inhibiting
radiolytic decomposition of ‘T-radiopkrmaccuticak?
A,
B.

addition of ascorbic acid
tilting introduction of air into the vial

c.
D.

maintenanceof highest possible s~ific activity
refrigeration

~lch
of the following radiopharrnaceuticak is LEAST
affected by regent wncentration during preparation?

Wlch of the following radiopharmawuticals etilbits the
LEAST alteration in biodiatribution as a function of spwific
activity?

A.
B.

A.
B.

c.
D.
7,

chemical contaminants Icached fmm robber or
phiatic components
intra- and inter-lot variability of regent kits
sourec of ‘Tc-pertcchnetate
vial size

‘lTI thallous chloride
12.

5.

albumin (MAA)

Which of the following is MOST effective at maintaining
stannous ion in the desired oxidation state?
A.
B.

*Tc-exametazime
(HMPAO)
~c-pyrophosphate
(PYP)
‘Tc-sumimer
(DMSA)

macroaggregati
pertechn~te
s~~mibi
sulfur eolloid

LEAST

Increased amounts of radiochemical impurities is LEAST
associatd with which of the following manufacturer-related
factors?

B,
A.
B.
c.
D.

~c-hdofenin
(HIDA)
~c-mertiatide
(MAG3)
*Tc-md blood cells (RBC)
**’In-leukocytes

‘Tc-macrcaggregated
albumin (MAA)
‘Tc-mertiatide
(MAGJ)
‘Tc-red
blood %~S (RBC)
*‘~In-leukocytes

The p~ence of radiochemical impuritiw in which of the
following ~c-radiophama~uticak
is LEAST likely
due to inadequate heating during preparation?
A,
B.
c.
D.

14,

damagd red blood ce~s (RBC)
mertiatide (MAG3)
seatamibi
sulfur colloid

c.

%TC-maCrOaggregated

D.

‘3’1sodium iodide

albumin

(MAA)

Which of the following ‘Tc-mdlopharmaceuticala
quk
a institution
volume of > 3 ml in order to effect and
maintain dissolution?
A.
B.

c.
D.

44

57Co-cyanocobalamin
‘Ga-citrate

disofenin (DISIDA)
medronate (MDP)
pen~te
(DTPA)
tebomxime

15.

22.

Which of the following pairs is LEAST likely to efilbit
alterd biodistribution?

8
A.
B.
c.
D.

16.

17.

~c-rnebrofenin
– methyl and propyl parabens
~c-oxidronate
(HDP) – isopropyl alcohol
‘Tc-pertechnetate
-- benzyl alcohol
~Tc-~ucc~er
(DMSA) -- cetrirnide/chlor*

A.
B.

hexidine

D.

In the preparation
of which of
radiopharmaceuticals is heparin prefcd

c.

23.

the following
over ACD?

A.

*Tc-r~

blood cells (R13C), in

B.

‘Tc-red

blood celIs (RBC),

c.
D.

tehnique
‘1lIn-leukocytes
“‘In-platelets

VitYO

c.
1).

Visualization of thyroid and stomach during bone imaging
with ‘Tc-medronate
(MDP) is MOST likely due to which
of the following?
A,
B.
c.
D.

- in vitYo

24.

form NOT

apphcable as a factor in its biodistribution?

A.

l*F fludaxyglucose
(FDG)
‘Tc-examctazirtre
(HMPAO)
*Tc-medronate
(MDP)
*Tc-suwimer
(DMSA)

A.
B.

c.

Which of the following is NOT a problem associatd
with encapsulation of 1311sodium iodide?
A.
B.

c.
D.

25.

cnhand
volatility
formation of iodinated gelatin
formation of radiochemical impurities
poor dissolution

A.
B.

c.

Rwommendations
to separate the administration of the
two Dicopacm dosages by two hours are based on the
problem of
A.

B.

c.
D.
20.

Tap water should not be usd for dilution of ’311sodium
iodide solution because oxidation to volatile forms of
iodine is catalyzed by each of the following, EXCE~:

A.
B.

c.
D.

21.

competitive dissohstion in the presence of
achlorhydria.
inadequate
intrinsic factor in stomach to
complex the combined B ,Z mass.
radiocyanocobalamin
exchange with intrinsic
factor complex.
saturation of ileal absorption sites.

chlorine.
dissolved carbon dioxide.
heavy metal ions.
sodium bisulfite.

Which of the following problems
result of radionuclidic impurities?
A.
B.

c.
D.

is LEAST

likely a

enhanced radiolytic decomposition
errors in radioactivity measurements
image degradation
increased radiation dose to patient

45

saline

hydrophtic, non-protein bound
hydrophilic, protein bound
Iipophdic, non-protein bound
lipophfic, protein bound

Formulation problems best managed by nuclear phatiacists
are those that:

D.
19.

excess Al’3
excess ascorbic acid
inadequate incubation time
preparation with bacteriostatic

A radiochemical impurity with which of the following
in the urine
characteristics is MOST liiely to be excreted
by glomerular fdtration?

D.
18.

formation of “secondary complex”
radiolytic decomposition
stannous-to-ligand ratio
stemisomeric
form

technique

in vivo

For which of the following is steraisomeric

B.

Which of the following factors is MOST influened by the
nucltir pharmacist when preparing and dispensing ~cexametazime (HMPAO)?

arc detcctcd by routine quatity control.
involve polymeric complexes.
occur after dispensing.
occur in vivo.

